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About This Game

Dr. Spacezoo is a chaotic twin-stick precision shoot-em-up packed full of gibs and grease for 1-4 players. Blast through
procedurally generated Space Zoos to rescue exotic space animals in a chaotic bullet-hell shoot-em-up. Or reduce them to gibs.

Your call, monster.

Features

 Twin-stick shoot-em-up jammed full of bullets, gibs, grease, sparkles, and glow

 Single Player or Local Co-Op for 2-4 players

 Full joystick support

 Blast through enemies and dodge tons of bullets in procedurally generated Space Zoos

 Diverse upgradable weapons and core power-ups

 5 Play Modes: Story, Action, Boss Rush, Permadeath, and Daily Challenge

 Boss rush mode to fight against single and tag team bosses

 Brutal Permadeath mode
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 Daily Challenge with starting weapon upgrades and core power-ups

 High score leaderboards
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SmashRiot LLC
Publisher:
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dr. spacezoo. dr. spacezoo. dr. spacezoo

This is a action packed game that keeps me guessing and laughing. It seems easy, but then suddenly you have been out gunned
by some kind of space zoo AI and some sweet space graffes or space pigs or some other sweet pixelated space zoo inhabitant
has been left behind due to your carelessness. You are instantly motivated to try again!

The colors and explosions are beautiful. The weapons at your disposal are nicely balanced... you can do alright for a while
bashing wth the one weapon you start with... but soon you discover the rest and it makes you happy.

I haven't tried multiplayer yet, but it be great, of course, since the game itself is already great.

The developer showed this game at a game expo in DC, MAGFest two years ago. there have been so many improvements! You
will not be disappointed if you buy this game!. This is a awesome game, My friend and I, fell in love with this game after
meeting the developer, and started playing it.

PS Its a ton FUN!. Really a fun game!

I enjoyed it as a single player game.... But this thing really shines when you play with other people - it has a chaotic\/smash bros
sort of vibe to it. The zoo animals are pretty amusing and each individual level is pretty short and sweet (at least for quite a
while).

Also - I had been playing this with WASD & a mouse --> but it is a much funner experience with a twin stick controller.. This is
a awesome game, My friend and I, fell in love with this game after meeting the developer, and started playing it.
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